
Orchids have been cultivated by 
people for centuries, if not millennia. 
Who was first is not known for sure. 
Cymbidums are a strong contender for the 
first cultivated orchid species. They were 
probably first grown in China between 
200–300 CE in the palaces and gardens of 
nobles during the Wei and Chin dynasties 
(Hew 2001). Vanilla planifolia, which was 
used in the production of chocolate by the 
indigenous people of Mexico, is another 
contender. The exact time when it was 
first cultivated in Mexico is unknown. 
Estimates for the earliest cultivation of 
vanilla range from hundreds to thousands 
of years ago (Lubinsky et al. 2008).

Vanilla does, however, appear to 
represent the first tropical orchid cultivated 
in greenhouses in a temperate climate. 
Vanilla plants first arrived in England after 
cuttings of plants gathered in Campeche, 
Mexico arrived in 1739 (Reinikka 1995). 
The arrival of vanilla is interesting for our 
story because it represents the first time 
tropical orchids moved out of the garden 
and into closed structures that were 
meant to modify climate. These giant 
glass chambers were constructed to meet 
the needs of growing orchids and other 
tropical plants in temperate areas, which 
is what many of us are trying to do with 
our own plants.

The miniaturization of greenhouses 
made growing plants indoors in Victorian 
England accessible to people that did not 
have the space or finances to maintain a 
full-sized greenhouse. These miniature 
greenhouses, called Glazed Cases or 
Wardian Cases, were popularized by 
Nathaniel Ward’s publication of The 
Growth of Plants in Closely Glazed Cases 
(1842). Glazed cases were meant to 
address challenges posed by pollution, 
lighting and moisture that made 
cultivating plants in industrialized parts of 
Victorian England difficult. There was still 
a key element missing that would allow 
this technology to be useful for cultivating 
all types of plants — cooling.

It was not until the 1950s that a case 
was developed specifically for plants that 
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[1] Percival’s first walk-in chamber developed 

for climate-controlled plant growth. Photo-

graph courtesy of Percival scientific, Inc., 

all rights reserved.

[2] the author’s first attempt at constructing 

a wine cooler. the grow light was too big 

and the contraption he rigged blocked the 

view and made watering difficult.

[3] the author’s second, successful attempt at 

putting a wine cooler together. the cham-

ber was too tall and narrow to provide 

enough illumination throughout the case, 

so a grow light was suspended vertically.

[4] equipment cords for lights, the fan and 

the temperature sensor run through the 

gap between the door and wine cooler’s 

chamber.

had the ability to control temperature. The 
first “Walk-in Chamber” was developed 
by Percival Scientific in collaboration 
with researchers from the Iowa State 
University. The researchers contracted 
Percival for the development of a climate-
controlled environment for growing 
plants. Percival’s business at the time was 
focused on building coolers for butchers, 
so adapting this technology for plants 
was not a heavy lift. This collaboration 
would ultimately lead to the company’s 
expansion into the market for producing 
scientific equipment (Percival Scientific, 
Inc. 2016).

Thus, with the development of 
Percival’s Walk-in Chamber, the 1950s saw 
the potential for people to start growing 
orchids in climate-controlled growth 
chambers, but it does not seem like this 
approach reached orchid hobbyists for 
another 50 to 60 years. I first learned 
about the technique of growing plants in 
wine coolers my senior year of college. I 
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Wine Coolers
was doing fieldwork in Panama at Finca 
Dracula and I had the good fortune 
of meeting a researcher named Justin 
Yeager that worked on dart frogs. He 
had an interest in developing vivariums 
and growing cloud forest plants. Justin 
introduced me to the idea of growing 
plants in wine coolers.

In 2013, I set up my first wine cooler, 
a Danby 36-bottle wine cooler (model 
#DWC93BLSDB) with a 180-watt UFO 
LED grow light I bought on eBay from a 
Chinese manufacturer. It was a disaster 
due to my poor planning. The light was 
too big to fit in the growth chamber so I 
zip tied some of the wine cooler shelving 
together to hang the light in front of the 
glass front door. This contraption made 
watering a chore and viewing the plants 
impossible.

I had also drilled through the side of 
the wine cooler to insert the sensor for a 
temperature controller. Drilling through 
the side was not a problem, but I would 
later discover I could push the cord 
through the side of the door, which is a 
much easier solution. To top it all off, I 
discovered that the wine cooler leaked. 
The leak resulted in a large dark stain 
on the carpet. This was in an apartment 
I did not own. Fortunately, I was able 
to remove the stain with some elbow 
grease and OxyClean and I prayed that 
the lighter, slightly fuzzy patch of carpet 
would go unnoticed by the inspector after 
I left; it was and I received my security 
deposit back.

My next attempt was more successful. 
I purchased a Summit 80-bottle free-
standing dual zone wine cooler (model 
#SWC154). The unit stood about 5 feet (1.5 
m) tall and I hung a 4-foot (1.2-m) long T5 
grow light fixture (Sun Blaze 960350: T5 
High Output Supreme Fluorescent Strip 
Light, 4 Feet, 1 Lamp) vertically in the 
case. That wine cooler would last about 
five years until the cooling unit gave out. 
I am not sure if this happened because it 
was in standing water for those five years 
or not, but I decided it would be a good 
idea to raise the wine coolers above the 4
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water that collected in the drip trays after 
that and now I keep them on bricks. The 
bricks also offer the advantage of helping 
the doors open smoothly above the lip of 
the drip tray on smaller units.

In the seven years since I set up my first 
wine coolers, documented in Doucette 
(2014), I have learned that the drop in 
night temperature does not seem to be 
that critical for the species that I grow. I 
discovered that 68–70 F (20–21 C) seems 
to be a magic temperature where you 
can keep both cool- and warm-growing 
pleurothallids blooming and growing. 
There is no drilling necessary to assemble 
the wine cooler. All you really need is the 
wine cooler, a light, a fan, something to 
hang your plants on and a drip mat. I 
discuss these items in detail and provide 
a complete list of the materials you can 
use to set up your own wine cooler as 
follows.

THE BUILD Plan for a full day to set 
up your wine cooler. It is a fun weekend 
project if you have the time. The most 
tedious aspect of setting up the cooler 
is trimming the hardware cloth (plastic-
coated wire mesh) to size. The rest of the 
setup is fairly simple because it is just a 
matter of running cords through the 
side of the door and wiring the fan and 
wiring the hardware cloth in place. All 
the materials you need can be purchased 
online and delivered right to your home 
or apartment.

Wine Coolers. These can be heavy, so 
find out how much your unit will weigh 
and plan how you will get it to its final 
location. I am currently growing in an 
Insignia 29-bottle wine cooler (model 
#NS-WC29SS9) and an Insignia 115-can 
beverage cooler (model #NS-BC115SS9; 
Figure 7). I would guess they weigh 50–60 
lbs (22.7–27.2 kg) empty. The larger units 
that can fit over 100 wine bottles are too 
heavy for me to lift on my own and I would 
guess they weigh over 100 lbs. I remove 
all of the shelves but I leave the topmost 
one to hang the hardware cloth, lights 
and fan from. I run cords for the lights, 
fan and temperature sensor through the 
side of the door where it is hinged to the 
chamber.

Temperature Controls. Not all the 
models will allow you to set a day and 
night temperature, so I recommend 
checking that before purchase if you 
want to access that feature. I am using 
a TrolMaster Legacy Beta Series Digital 
Day/Night Temperature Controller–BETA-
4 to manage the temperature in my wine 
coolers. I also use a digital hygrometer and 
indoor thermometer (AcuRite 00613) to 

make sure the chamber is maintaining the 
right humidity and temperature metrics.

Lights. I am currently using a 12–
18 inch (30.5–45.7 cm) MingDak LED 
aquarium plant light for my 29-bottle 
wine cooler and 115-can beverage cooler. 
I like that model because it has expanding 
legs that I can use to prop it up at the top 
of the cooler. It fits right into the grooves 
where the shelves would slide in. I noticed 
that it was falling out occasionally when I 
opened the wine cooler so I used some 
electrical tape to keep it fixed and that 
solved the problem. Your lights will need 
to be on a timer if there is not one built in. 
I have my lights on 12 hours a day.

I am no longer growing in 100+ bottle 
wine coolers, but I would recommend a 
model like LEONLITE 4-ft LED Grow Lights 

[5] one-inch (2.5 cm) fan secured in the 

author’s 115-can beverage cooler using 

laminated twist ties.

[6] detail of the way the author bends the 

brown vinyl coated wire to secure the 

hardware cloth from which plants hang. 

this is the same wire used to secure the 

hardware cloth in the packaging.

[7] the author’s current growing set-up. In-

signia 29-bottle wine cooler (left) used for 

warm growers. Insignia 115-can bever-

age cooler (right) used for cool growers. 

either unit can be used for warm or cool 

growing plants because the temperature 

is managed by a temperature controller.

[8] cord box used to reduce visual clutter 

from equipment wires.
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48W Full Spectrum if you are looking 
for an LED light that will provide even 
illumination across the chamber. Even 
illumination for your plants is difficult the 
taller and narrower the chamber is unless 
you hang a light vertically. I am using a 
LEONLITE LED for the orchids I keep in 
my basement in PVC chambers and I am 
happy with the results.

Fans. Cooling fans are run 24/7 and 
I would recommend a 1-inch (2.5 cm) 
model for 36 bottle wine coolers and a 
3-inch (7.6 cm) fan for 100+ bottle wine 
coolers. Fans are important to evenly 
distribute the temperature and humidity 
levels throughout your wine cooler. I wire 
the fans either to some hardware cloth 
and then wire that hardware cloth to the 
topmost rack facing down or directly to 
the topmost rack using galvanized wire. I 
use 14-gauge galvanized steel wire (OOK 
brand, 100-ft 75 lb; $7 at Home Depot) 
to wire fans equal to or greater than 3 
inches (7.6 cm). I use laminated twist ties 
for securing 1-inch (2.5 cm) fans. I aim 
the fans pointing to the bottom of the 
chamber to provide circulation between 
the upper and lower portions of the case.

Cord Box. A cord box is not a must-
have, but I like having them because it 
helps keep the space tidy. I put mine on 
top of the small wine coolers I keep and 
place the power strip and all the excess 
length of cord I can in one. I am using a 
cable management box from CGH that I 
purchased from Amazon for about $20.

Hangers. I hang my plants from vinyl 
coated hardware cloth. This comes in a 
roll and needs to be cut down to size in 
order to fit in your wine cooler. Once it 
is trimmed, you can suspend it from the 
topmost rack of the wine cooler using 
14-gauge galvanized steel wire. I used 
the vinyl-coated wire used to secure 
the hardware cloth I purchased in the 
package for my 29-bottle wine cooler and 
115-can beverage cooler. You will need 
a pair of needle-nose pliers to cut the 
hardware cloth and to cut and twist the 
galvanized wire around the wine cooler 
rack. The hardware cloth will come in a 
roll so you will need to bend it flat. The 
only precaution I would mention is that 
the edges of any wire you cut can be sharp 
and scratch, so wear a pair of gardening 
gloves if you would like protection. I 
like to hang the hardware cloth from all 
three sides facing the glass front door 
to maximize the surface area I can hang 
plants on when I am using overhead 
lighting. I only add hardware cloth to the 
two sides of the chamber opposing a light 
when the light is hung vertically.

Watering. I use an Undersink Reverse 
Osmosis Water Filter System (Home 
Master TMAFC-ERP) and a Chapin 1-Gallon 
SureSpray (model: #023883200107) 
to water my plants. I generally water 
my plants two-to-three times a week 
depending on the species and its 
placement. If you have more than 100 
plants originating from cloud forests and 

you do not have a reverse osmosis (RO) 
system, I recommend getting one. Lugging 
gallons of water every week to your home 
is not practical as your collection grows.

Drip Mats. Wine coolers will leak after 
you water your plants and as condensation 
collects on the back wall and drains from 
the unit. A drip mat like those used for 
washing machines will protect your 
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floors. I use a 32 × 30 inch (81.3 × 76.2 
cm) washing machine pan (Oatey 34067) 
that I got for about $30 on Amazon. I also 
recommend adding bricks to elevate your 
wine cooler so it is not sitting in water 
and to allow the doors to open easily. I 
purchased bricks used for cooking (US 
Stove Company FBP6E FireBrick) for this 
on Amazon for about $30. It is also a good 
practice to keep a dedicated turkey baster 
to drain excess water from the tray if it 
is at risk of overflowing. I use a turkey 
baster and an empty gallon jug to collect 
any excess water.

Table 1 is a breakdown of all the basics 
you need to build your own wine cooler. 
These are not the only products you can 
use to achieve the success I have found in 
growing cloud-forest orchids. Rather, this 
list is meant to give you an idea of where 
you can find the products and how much 
they cost.

Table 2 is a list of some additional items 
that are not required, but I recommend 
them to optimize your experience.

Here are the basic steps to configuring 
a wine cooler for orchid cultivation:
 1. Place the drip tray in the final loca-

tion for your wine cooler.
 2. Set down the bricks so they are 

spaced to match the feet of the wine 
cooler.

 3. Place the wine cooler on top of the 
bricks.

 4. Remove all but the topmost shelf 
from the wine cooler.

 5. Secure the trimmed hardware cloth 
to hang from the topmost shelf using 
wire.

 6. Add the light and wire it in place or 
tape it in place with electrical tape, if 
necessary; run the cord between door 
and case.

 7. Add the fan and wire in place, if 
necessary; run the cord between door 
and case.

 8. Add the temperature sensor, tape in 
place using electrical tape, if neces-
sary; run the cord between door and 
case.

 9. Plug in all of your equipment.
 10. Set the light’s timer.
 11. Add the digital thermometer and 

hygrometer to the chamber.
 12. Hang up your plants and enjoy!

THE PLANTS I like to think about 
drought tolerance, shading and flower 
presentation when arranging plants 
within a wine cooler. I put plants that 
like warmer, drier conditions nearest 
the lights and fan. I gauge which plants 
might like drier, brighter conditions 
based on their vegetative morphology. 

Table 1. Basics needed to build your own wine cooler
Item Potential vendor Approximate cost

Insignia 115 Can Cooler Best Buy $250

Day/Night Temperature 
Controller

Hydrobuilder $66

12–18 inch LED Grow Light Amazon $30

Hardware Cloth Home Depot $15

14-Gauge Galvanized Wire Home Depot $7

Oatey Washing Machine Pan Home Depot $22

Bricks Amazon $30

USB Fan Amazon $12

Total ca. $430

table 2. optional items for building your own wine cooler

Item Potential vendor approximate cost

ro system amazon $350

electrical timer amazon $12

surge Protector Power strip amazon $25

spray canister amazon $25

cable Box amazon $20

needle nose Pliers amazon $10

turkey Baster amazon $6

digital hygrometer/thermometer amazon $10

total: ca. $460

Grand total: ca. $900
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Terete, semi-terete and succulent leaves 
are adaptations to reduce water loss and 
can be used to infer which plants might 
handle exposure to high airflow, drought, 
and bright light the best. I also try to 
think about shading. I arrange the tallest 
plants farthest away from the light so as 
not to shade out shorter plants. The final 
consideration I make when arranging 
the plants within a wine cooler is their 
flowers. Some species have flowers that 
are interesting in profile and I try to hang 
those on the sides of the wine cooler 
to best show off their blooms. I think of 
these as “profile flowers.”

Warm Growers. These are lowland, 
mainly epiphytic species found below 
3,281 feet (1,000 m). It took me a few 
years to learn that not all pleurothallids 
like to be grown cool and some species 
will slowly decline over time if the night 
temps are consistently dropping into the 
50s F (10 C). A good way to prevent that 
from happening is to check to see from 
what elevation your species originated. I 
keep my warm growers around 80 F (27 C) 
during the day and drop that to about 68 
F (20 C) at night.

Intermediate to Cool Growers. I grow 
species that originate from 4,900–9,850 
feet (1,500–3,000 m) under the same 
temperature conditions and they appear 
to do fine. Species from above 3,280 feet 
(1,000 m) will generally do well under 
these conditions too but there may be 
some variation between species so it is 
best to play around. Signs I have noticed 
for plants being grown too warm or too 
cold are slowed growth and leaves lost 
faster than they are replaced. I keep my 
cool growers around 75 F (24 C) during 
the day and drop that to about 55 F (12 
C) at night.

I use the elevation where a tropical 
species grows to tell me whether I should 
grow the plants warm or cool. The Internet 
Orchid Species Encyclopedia (IOSPE) is one 
of my favorite places to check for these 
data. I simply enter the species name and 
IOSPE into a search engine (e.g., Google) 
to look up the species’ growing elevation.

I remount all my plants once every six 
months to keep the moss from becoming 
so acidic that the plants cannot take up 
the proper levels of nutrients. Nutrient 
uptake is affected by pH. I water once 
every few days with RO water and I try 
to fertilize once a week with MSU Orchid 
fertilizer.

For centuries there have been tropical 
orchids that remained out of reach for 
growers in temperate areas, specifically 
those delicate, miniature orchid species 

from cloud forests. Cloud forest orchids 
are hard to grow because they lack the 
defenses against dehydration and hot 
temperatures that their more robust 
lowland cousins have. Wine coolers 

[9] dryadella lilliputana (cogn.) luer illustrates the type of leaf morphology that can indicate 

a tolerance for bright, dry conditions found near the top of a wine cooler by the lights and 

fans. species with this type of morphology are good candidates for areas of your wine 

cooler with high exposure to light and air flow. the author acquired his plant from andy’s 

orchids but they have also been offered for sale by tarzane Group.

[10] these “profile flowers” have flowers that are interesting when viewed from the side, 

which makes them a good option for hanging on the sides of your wine cooler. a. 

specklinia macayensis a.doucette is a micro miniature that stays under 0.5 inch (1.2 cm) 

tall and produces dark purple flowers in late summer through fall. this is a warm-grow-

ing species collected during the author’s fieldwork in haiti. B. Masdevallia unguentum 

a.doucette is a miniature species that stays under 5 inches (13 cm) tall and produces a 

delightful fragrance similar to cloves. established plants are free flowering throughout the 

year. this is a cool grower acquired from finca dracula. c. Masdevallia bicornis luer, is 

a medium-sized plant that stays under 12 inches (30 cm) tall and can be in bloom year-

round on established specimens. this is an intermediate to warm grower acquired from 

clackamas orchids. the author has also seen them offered for sale by ecuagenera. d. 

Phloeophila alphonsiana l.m.matthews is a mysterious orchid with upside down flowers. 

a wild population remains unknown. established plants stay under 5 inches (13 cm) tall 

and are in bloom all year long. this is an intermediate to cool grower acquired from j&l 

orchids.

bring cloud forest orchids into our reach. 
Conversely, wine coolers might also 
lend themselves to an opposite growing 
situation — they might make temperate 
orchid species like Cypripedium or Ophrys 
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11] Lepanthes rhodophylla schltr. is an example of a large plant best suited for the lower portions of a wine cooler. It can grow over 2 ft (0.6 m) 

tall, dwarfing many of its relatives. the species produces purple, convex, slightly ruffled leaves with a drip tip. the small, intricate flowers 

have caramel-colored sepals, chartreuse petals and a purple lip that wraps tightly around the column. the plant was acquired from j&l 

orchids.

[12] Lepanthopsis doucetteana Pfhal is a recently described species that shows promise for wine cooler cultivation given the miniature size 

and ever-blooming habit. the plants stay under 3 inches (8 cm) tall, preventing them from shading plants below. the inflorescences 

provide an interesting view from the side making the species a good candidate for hanging from the side of a wine cooler. a. Plant habit. 

B. detail of the tiny inflorescence next to a u.s. quarter. c. a pale color form of the species. the photographs here are of plants recently 

imported from ecuador by the tarzane Group. Photographs courtesy of tomas Bajza.

[13] three of my favorite warm growers: a. Acianthera nikoleae a.doucette & j.Portilla is a species all about textures! the leaves are warty, 

and the flowers are fuzzy. this species flowers freely throughout the year. the author acquired his plant from ecuagenera. B. Lepanthes 

telipogoniflora schuit. & a.de Wilde is an incredible miniature that stays under 3 inches (7.5 cm) tall and produces blooms that look like 

little orange umbrellas. established plants can be in bloom all year long. Plant acquired from orquideas del Valle and ecuagenera. c. 

Lepanthes calodictyon hook gets its name from the beautiful, purple net-venation on the leaves. this species can be in bloom all year long 

when it is happy. Plants acquired from ecuagenera and orquideas del Valle.

12 13
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accessible to people living in tropical areas.
We are living in an exciti ng ti me to grow orchids. We have 

unlocked the secrets to their reproducti on from seed, we have 
RO systems to purify water to sati sfy the needs of sensiti ve 
orchid species, ferti lizers have been developed that are tailored 
specifi cally for orchid nutriti on, and techniques involving 
refrigerati on have advanced enough and become accessible 
enough that anyone can culti vate species that our predecessors 
could only dream of growing, let alone keep in the luxury of their 
own homes.
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— Alfonso Doucett e, PhD, speaks 
internati onally for orchid societi es and 
conferences on a range of subjects 
including growing orchids in wine 
coolers and the systemati cs and 
culti vati on of pleurothallid orchids. He 
received a doctorate in botany from the 
University of Wisconsin–Madison and 
completed a bachelor of plant sciences 
at Cornell University. He encourages 

[14] three of my favorite cool growers: a. Porroglossum mordax 

(rchb.f.) h.r.sweet produces glossy, dark green leaves and 

wiry infl orescences that hold the gnarly fl owers well above the 

foliage. this species is the Venus fl ytrap of orchids. the lip snaps 

shut when disturbed by an insect or orchid grower. the author 

acquired his plant in a trade via Instagram, but these are also 

available from ecuagenera. B. Brachionidium polypodium luer is 

part of a genus of orchids with a reputation for being impossible 

to grow. Wine coolers make this species and other delicate, high 

elevation cloud forest species accessible to the home grower. 

this plant was acquired from finca dracula. c. Masdevallia 

andreettaeana luer is a voluptuous beauty with white fl owers 

that provide a dramatic contrast against the dark green, spoon-

shaped leaves. the author acquired his plant from ecuagenera.

[15] Neocogniauxia monophylla schltr. can handle warm and cool 

temperatures but not extremes at either end. the species is 

native to jamaica where it is found between 3,275 and 5,240 

feet (1,000–1,600 m). It produces bright red-orange fl owers that 

seem to glow because they are so vibrant. this species produces 

shoots that stay under 10 inches (25 cm) tall, but the infl ores-

cences are equally as long making this species better suited for 

larger wine coolers. this plant was acquired from orchids forum, 

but I have also seen them for sale by ecuagenera.

internati onally for orchid societi es and 
conferences on a range of subjects 
including growing orchids in wine 
coolers and the systemati cs and 
culti vati on of pleurothallid orchids. He 
received a doctorate in botany from the 
University of Wisconsin–Madison and 
completed a bachelor of plant sciences 
at Cornell University. He encourages 

anyone that has built a wine cooler for orchids following his 
recommendati ons to share their experiences with him (email: 
adoucett e@wisc.edu).

Alfonso Doucette, PhD
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